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A fantasy action RPG developed by GarageGames in collaboration with Online Date, the original creators of Triple Triad and Secret Files. The new fantasy action RPG, due out in May 2015, is a breath of fresh air, and more than anything it combines three elements that are very
popular today: Action, Fantasy and Adventure. The game is being created to be both a fun solo game as well as a multiplayer game. That being said, unlike other online action RPGs, it focuses on a game that allows players to choose their own adventure. The main features include:
-Creating a character with different swords, shields, armors, magical/combat skills, etc. -Vast and large scale world, where you can freely navigate -An epic story, with three chapters per single player -Multiple player battles in fully-voiced three-dimensional environments -A high
level of detail (ability to freely rotate and zoom camera) -Unique combat system, where two characters can battle in real-time -Unlimited character development -Six-piece party formation mechanic -An online component allowing players to interact with each other and visit each
other's worlds. A limited number of Early Bird units will be available in the Indiegogo campaign. Email This email is not valid. HTML has been banned. We’re eager to get your voice heard – you can change your address anytime by clicking on this link: Feedback Email This email is
not valid. HTML has been banned. We’re eager to get your voice heard – you can change your address anytime by clicking on this link: HTML has been banned. We’re eager to get your voice heard – you can change your address anytime by clicking on this link: HTML has been
banned. We’re eager to get your voice heard – you can change your address anytime by clicking on this link

Features Key:
Main Character: Eerin Eerin is a young girl who lives in the Land between the Earth and the Sky.
Storyline: A Multilayered Story It follows the journey of Eerin and a girl she wishes to be close to from the beginning and so far in the Vast and vast Lands Between. The player will encounter a giant charm, a character that challenges your thoughts and a friend that thinks of you as an enemy during her journey.
Open World with a Variety of Dungeons A large number of dungeons scattered around the vast world offer many different exciting battles and fierce bosses to fight against.
Branching Storylines In addition to the interactive connections and peaceful choices that you can make when meeting other characters, when you reach the end, the story itself will change to another. You can see the hidden story that a character will go through in the Land between you, and not just one story, you can see a variety of
exciting stories based on various emotions.
Various Combinations to Appeal to All Different combinations of robust weapons, magic, armor and swords are available. In addition, there is a magic skill that can be combined with sword, or the defense of magic skill can be combined with armor to get maximum result from your equipment. The magnificent combinations of different
types of weapons, and the various combinations will allow you to show what you are made of.
Play through a variety of exciting dungeons! In each area, there are various dungeons that you can delve into. Deep dungeons full of various enemies, bosses and traps are waiting!
Create your own character! The character that you create is an important part of the story. You can freely combine weapons, armor and magic. Even by mixing them with different dice, you can create your own character.
Unique online battle! “Battling together” is a dynamic online game. Play together in the same room or different rooms. Battle against other players using the keyboard and mouse in 3D.
Battle style: Tower Defense “Tower Defense” is a battle style where you must balance the levels of attack and defense. In addition, they integrated the powerful character unique to the online battle. You can improve your character and equipment by using these powerful weapons and armor.
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